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The Kindergarten Weekly News
1/14/19-1/18/19

This Week’s Theme:

The Essential Question 
is...

Where will our 
adventures take us?

Question of the week 
is…

What is a lucky 
adventure?

Reading and Literature

Math
Essential Question:  Which group 
has more, fewer or are they the 
same amount?
Objective:  Observe cups of colored 
water of equal volume poured into 
a variety of container shapes.
Objective:  Compare weights of clay    

in different shapes.
Objective:  Compare 
lengths of 

rectangles with the 
same starting point.

Writing and Handwriting___
Writing: Journals (second stage of writing) 
which is drawing pictures and writing 
letters or words (sounding out words on 
their own phonetically) that align with 
prompt given by teacher.
PSF writing drill- writing the CVC sounds 
for words given.
Practice writing sentences.

Story- My Lucky Day
Comprehension: Cause and   Effect

Conventions: Action Parts
Genre:  Animal Fantasy
Amazing Words: fox, piglet, lucky, 
filthy, cook, scrubber
Sight Words: are, that, do, this
Decodable Book:  Can It Fit?
Phonological Awareness:
Letter name fluency, first 
sound fluency, phoneme
segmentation, initial, 

medial and final sounds,
rhyming, producing blends



Important Dates to Remember

January 16- Spirit Day-
Generation Day

January 17- 100th Day of 
School

January 21- Martin Luther 
King Day Observed
No School

J January 25- Early 
Release 11:20

February 4- Volunteer     
Training   5:00-6:00

Media Center
February 7- Family 
Craft Night 5:30-7:00

A Friendly Reminder that during 
“drop off” parents are not to 
enter the gated area to the  
Kindergarten playground/ 

classrooms.
You will need to report to the 

office if you would like to 
schedule a meeting with a 

teacher.
E-mails, phone calls and notes 

are the best ways to 
communicate in the morning. 

Thank you,
The Kinder Team

Report Cards
You should have received 
your child’s report card on 
Friday.  Please keep the 
report card and the data 
report.

Please sign and
return the
envelope to
your child’s
teacher.

Spirit Day
Generation Day

Wednesday
January 16th

Dress- up in your 
favorite generation                           
clothes 60’s
70’s, 80’s, etc.   


